
Andy Goldsworthy's Ephemeral 
Sculptures 

Photography Assignment 4

By examining how photography is integral to Andy Goldsworthy practice of creating 
ephemeral sculptures the relationship between the creative aspects of the art work, 
message the artist is trying to make and the extent that photography is necessary as part 
of Goldsworthy process can be assessed. This essay explores these relations and 
concludes with how photography enables the viewer of ephemeral sculptures to make their 
own personal connections with the natural world.

Ephemeral sculptures exist for fleeting moment of time and are often made in remote 
natural locations making them unavailable to be viewed in art galleries or other institutions 
in their original form (Tate, 2017). This practice developed in the 1960's as part of the 
Fluxus movement (Tate, 2017) when artists were questioning the control over art exerted 
by capitalism & commercial galleries. Fluxus artists sought to redefine what art is and can 
be, and realised by creating ephemeral work artists can assert control over the ability to 
view the work. From this practice the conceptual artist Richard Long made the connection 
that photographs could be transformed from a document of ephemeral work into an art 
work in it's own right (Tate, 2017) thus enabling viewers to see the work and supporting the 
notion that for art to exist and have value it requires an audience of viewers. Photography 
offers the opportunity for many people to view conceptual & ephemeral work and for artists 
to maintain control over how their work is viewed.

Goldsworthy creates ephemeral sculptures to explore the properties of natural materials 
which he documents with photography. The creativity of the work is through his sense of 
touch used over many years to build a physical knowledge of natural materials and 
processes. He makes patterns or structures using his hands, choosing not to use tools or 
man made materials, his sculptures are created by using his practical knowledge of the 
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physical properties of materials such as tension, melting point, flexibility, strength and 
transparency. 

In "Red leaf patch, Brough, Cumbria, November 1983" (University of Glasgow) 
Goldsworthy created a red circular patch of approximately 20 leaves on a floor of damp 
decaying brown leaves on grass and photographed it. To make this red patch it looks like 
he has meticulously torn different colours of leaves and placed them together ensuring leaf 
veins and edges align. This creates the impression of a multicoloured leaf that has an 
unnatural sharp line of colour change within it. The line is arranged to form the 
circumference of the red circle. The photograph shows the red leaf patch occupying the 
central area covering a 9th of the area of the image. The photograph was taken from 
vertically above the leaves in dull light, few shadows are visible and the work looks flat. A 
context photograph is available in the University of Glasgow archive (s.d.) it shows a small 
red patch of leaves amongst autumn leaves on grass. Outside of the worked area only 
yellow and brown leaves are present indicating that Goldsworthy has arranged the 
background of the work, to be mostly brown and that the red leaves have been brought 
from elsewhere.

With a direct hands on physical approach to making art with nature Goldsworthy seeks to 
understand the world and "the fragility of human life within natural processes" (Pheby, 
2012) The message conveyed through ephemeral sculptures shows there is a human 
presence in nature that can create work together in collaboration. Goldsworthy describes 
how his work "celebrates my human nature and need to be physical and spiritually bound 
to the earth" (Mabey, 2007).

Goldsworthy uses photography to document each and every ephemeral work he has 
created since 1976 to the present (University of Glasgow). This is the same as the 
widespread use of photography to document a subject and represent a truthful objective 
reality, this differs from the genre of documentary photography which aims to capture an 
emotive subject, such as poverty or other social injustices, that will cause an emotional 
response in the viewer (Clarke, 1997). 

Goldsworthy's approach to making these documents is systematic and consistent. It 
immediately follows the completion of the sculptural work and all images are added to an 
indexical archive (University of Glasgow). He considers the process of photography as 
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"routine and demanding" but the aim is to capture the completed work when it "is most 
alive" (University of Glasgow). Additionally the archive provides memories, for Goldsworthy 
"the photograph is a memory which evokes the experience of making and being 
outside" (University of Glasgow). 

The use of photography as memory tool is examined by Bates (2010) who provides a 
description of two of Sigmund Freud's theories about memory. First, that humans 
throughout their evolution have made tools to replace their physical and mental 
capabilities. Secondly, that understanding of the human memory (mnemic process and 
recall of memory) proposes that human consciousness has no memory function allowing it 
to receive new perceptions each moment, with memories being stored to be recalled in the 
pre-conscious. In relation to Goldsworthy practice these theories suggest that his archive 
is actually his own external memory tool and that by relying on it's use there is no 
expectation or mental energy required to remember every work. The archive is a trusted 
memory store potentially aiding Goldsworthy to be fully present in the moment and keep 
an open conscious creative mind whilst working with nature.

From the archive Goldsworthy selects images that will be printed, framed, exhibited or 
made into art books. In addition to memory, Goldsworthy states photography "is his 
language for describing his art" (Lailach, 2007). When a viewer has access to his art work 
they bring their own conscious interpretation from their memories and associations 
(Sturken, 1996.) Additionally an involuntary memory can be encountered, Bates (2010) 
describes how photographs can a trigger a pathway in the mind accessing suppressed or 
repressed memory traces, often without the viewers ability to recall exactly what the 
memory is. With Goldsworthy's work the viewer can consciously observes a human 
interacting with the properties of nature, but something deeper maybe involuntary recalled 
or felt, and that it they too are connected and have a place in a natural world.
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